Simple realization of efficient barrier performance of a single layer silicon nitride film via plasma chemistry.
Due to the problem of degradation by moisture or oxygen, there is growing interest in efficient gas diffusion barriers for organic optoelectronic devices. Additionally, for the continuous and long-term operation of a device, dedicated flexible thin film encapsulation is required, which is the foremost challenge. Many efforts are being undertaken in the plasma assisted deposition process control for the optimization of film properties. Control of the plasma density along with the energy of the principal plasma species is critical to inducing alteration of the plasma reactivity, chemistry, and film properties. Here, we have used the radio frequency (RF) plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique to deposit amorphous silicon nitride (SiNx) barrier films onto a plastic substrate at different pressures. A large part of our efforts is devoted to a detailed study of the process parameters controlling the plasma treatment. Numerous plasma diagnostic techniques combined with various characterization tools are purposefully used to characterize and investigate the plasma environment and the associated film properties. This contribution also reports a study of the correlations between the plasma chemistry and the chemical, mechanical, barrier, and optical properties of the deposited films. The data reveal that the film possesses a very low stress for the condition where the net energy imparted on the substrate is at a minimum. Simultaneously, a relatively high ion flux and high energy of the ions impinging on the film growth surfaces are crucial for controlling the film stress and the resulting barrier properties.